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Abstract—Phase-change memory (PCM) is a promising candidate as a storage medium to resolve the performance gap between
main memory and storage in battery-powered mobile computing systems. However, it is more expensive than flash memory, and thus
introduces a more serious storage capacity issue for low-cost solutions. This issue is further exacerbated by the fact that existing file
systems are usually designed to trade space utilization for performance over block-oriented storage devices. In this work, we propose
a multi-grained block management strategy to improve the space utilization of file systems over PCM-based storage systems. By
utilizing the byte-addressability and fast read/write feature of PCM, a methodology is proposed to dynamically allocate multiple sizes of
blocks to fit the size of each file, so as to resolve the space fragmentation issue with minimized space and management overheads. The
space utilization of file systems is analyzed with consideration of block sizes. A series of experiments was conducted to evaluate the
efficacy of the proposed strategy, and the results show that the proposed strategy can significantly improve the space utilization of file
systems.
Index Terms—Phase-change memory, space utilization, byte-addressability, file systems
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INTRODUCTION

M

OBILE computing systems (e.g., Android-based smartphones) usually exhibit a huge performance gap
between the main memory and the secondary storage.
To resolve this issue, a number of byte-addressable nonvolatile memory (NVM) technologies have been developed.
Among these, phase-change memory (PCM) is regarded as
one of the most promising storage media in the design of
next-generation storage systems, because it has better access
performance than flash memory. However, since PCM is
still more expensive than flash memory, its capacity is limited due to cost considerations. In addition, existing file systems are designed for block-oriented storage devices and
allocate/manage storage space in the unit of a “block,”
which is usually of several kilobytes. This leads to space
fragmentation for storing user data and file information
without considering the byte-addressability of PCM, and
thus results in low space utilization over PCM-based storage systems. Such observations motivate us to propose a
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new space management strategy to maximize the space
utilization of file systems over PCM-based storage systems
by utilizing the special characteristics of PCM.
PCM is rapidly developed as a promising candidate for
next-generation storage class memory (SCM) because of its
non-volatility, byte-addressability, and high access performance. In recent years, researchers have studied how to use
PCM as main memory or hybrid main memory to improve
the system performance and energy efficiency [2], [3], [4].
Although some studies have explored the read/write asymmetry of PCM to further optimize the performance of PCM
[5], [6], [7], using PCM as main memory suffers from the
write endurance issue. Thus, some researchers have proposed different strategies to enhance the lifetime of PCM by
the adoption of different write reduction or wear leveling
techniques in different layers/components [8], [9], [10], [11],
[12], [13], [14], [15]. In another direction, a few other
researchers have exploited the byte-addressability of PCM
to improve the data integrity of file systems [16], while
others have tried to improve the write efficiency of file systems by utilizing the byte-addressability and read/write
asymmetry of PCM [17], [18].
As for the space utilization of file system designs, a number of previous studies proposed different management
designs to improve the space utilization of file systems over
block-based storage devices [19], [20], [21], [22]. For example, to improve the space utilization of the blocks that store
small files, the UNIX file system (UFS) was proposed to
divide blocks into fixed-sized fragments, where “fragment”
is used as the allocation unit [19], [21]; unfortunately, this
method introduces considerable extra space overheads and
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TABLE 1
Comparison among PCM, Flash, and HDD [24], [25]
Type & Attributes

PCM

NAND Flash

HDD

Non-volatility
Byte addressability
In-place update
Read energy
Write energy
Write Latency
Read Latency
Endurance

Yes
Yes
Yes
1 J/GB
6 J/GB
1 ms
50-100 ns
106 -108

Yes
No
No
1.5 J/GB
17 J/GB
500 ms
25-50 ms
< 104

Yes
No
Yes
65 J/GB
65 J/GB
5 ms
5 ms
1015

data copying overheads in order to manage space in the unit
of a fragment, and the fragment size (i.e., 512 B) causes too
many internal fragmentations when the size of files is not a
multiple of 512 bytes. On the other hand, Linux-like operating systems are widely adopted in various mobile computing systems and they usually adopt inode-based file
systems (e.g., ext3) by default; some proposed methods
based on inode-based designs can thereby alleviate the
space utilization issue caused by the fixed number of inodes
in many existing inode-based file systems [21], [22]. However, to the best of our knowledge, little research has been
done trying to optimize the space utilization of file systems
by taking advantage of the nice features of PCM.
In this work, we propose a multi-grained block management strategy to improve the space utilization of file systems
over PCM-based storage systems with minimized space and
management overheads. We are interested in inode-based file
system designs due to the popularity of mobile computing
systems installed with Linux-like operating systems. By utilizing the byte-addressability and fast read/write feature of
PCM, the proposed strategy uses and manages multi-grained
(or multiple sizes of) blocks for each file to allocate proper
block sizes for data storage; thus, the fragmentation issue of
inode-based file systems can be resolved. The proposed strategy supports dynamic inode allocation to dynamically allocate and reclaim inodes, so as to further resolve the fixed
inode problem of existing inode-based file systems. To support dynamic inode allocation, an indirection map is designed
to remove the search cost on searching files for inode reallocation during the reclamation of inode space. The proposed
multi-grained block management strategy is evaluated with a
space utilization analysis, and a series of experiments was
conducted to evaluate the efficacy of the proposed strategy
with different types of realistic file data. The results show that
the proposed strategy can save significant storage space
required by other investigated approaches.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The
background and research motivation are presented in
Section 2. In Section 3, we describe the proposed multigrained block management strategy, whose design is analyzed in Section 4. Section 6 reports the experiment
results. Section 7 contains some concluding remarks.

2

BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

2.1 Background
In recent years, phase-change memory has become a potential candidate for storage or main memory in mobile

Fig. 1. An example of the storage system architecture.

computing systems due to its non-volatility and byteaddressability. It adopts chalcogenide glass as its phasechange material to store data. Each cell of PCM can stay in
two different stable phases: crystalline and amorphous. A cell
is set into the crystalline phase (referred to as 1) if it is
heated between the crystalline temperature and the melting
point for a certain time period, and is reset to the amorphous phase (referred to as 0) if it heated above the melting
point and cooled down quickly. Such a heating structure
makes PCM have better cell density and capacity than flash
memory in the long run [23]. In addition, PCM has a much
shorter read/write latency and smaller energy consumption
than flash storage devices and hard disk drives, even
though its byte-addressability has already made it superior
to flash memory and hard disks on handling random
reads/writes. The attributes of different storage media are
summarized in Table 1.
Mobile computing systems usually store their data in
flash storage devices (e.g., solid-state drives or eMMCs),
which are attached to the host system through the standard interface for block-oriented storage devices, as
shown in Fig. 1. Data stored in flash storage devices are
usually organized by file systems, which usually consist
of two parts: userdata and metadata. Userdata contain the
user data or file content, whereas metadata contain the
attributes of the files/directories and the general information of file systems such as the file allocation table (FAT)
in FAT file systems, the superblock and inode table (for
inodes) in ext file systems, and the master file table
(MFT) in NTFS. Metadata usually take a small part of the
space of a storage system but are frequently accessed
with small random data, and userdata are usually
accessed with large sequential data. File systems usually
adopt block-based allocation to allocate space to store
user data in the unit of a block (or called data block), and
maintain bitmap tables to indicate the usage status of
each block. Note that a block usually consists of multiple
logical block addresses (LBAs), each of which is of 512 B
in many systems.1
1. Most of the existing well-known file systems, including NTFS,
UFS, and btrfs (not limited to FAT and ext3/ext4), allocate space for
user data in the unit of a block [26].
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Fig. 2. Internal fragmentation inside a block.

2.2 Research Motivation
Mobile computing systems (e.g., Android-based smartphones) usually adopt Linux-like operating systems as their
operating systems and have limited storage capacity.
Linux-like operating systems usually adopt inode-based file
systems, such as ext4, which usually maintain a block bitmap
to keep the allocation status of each block for userdata storage and an inode bitmap to indicate the allocation status of
each inode, where inodes are usually aggregated in inode
tables. Each inode is the most important data structure to
keep the metadata of a file/directory in the file system, and
its size is 128 bytes in ext3 and 256 bytes in ext4. In each
inode, there are several direct (block) pointers pointing to
data blocks, one single indirect pointer pointing to a block
that stores a set of direct pointers, and one double indirect
pointer that points to a block that contains a set of indirect
pointers. However, such kinds of inode-based file systems
over block-based storage devices usually have space utilization issues due to the internal and external fragmentations.
For example, ext3 reserves a fixed number of inodes during its formation and allocates storage space in the unit of a
block. As a result, the internal fragmentation occurs on the
blocks storing small files. As shown in Figs. 2a and 2b, the
space utilization of the 4 KB block storing a very small
128B file is only 3.125 percent (Fig. 2a), and that of the
blocks storing a small 4.125 KB file is only 51.56 percent
(Fig. 2b). Thus, if there are many space-inefficient files,
whose size is smaller than 512 Bytes or not a multiple of
512 Bytes, in the storage system , the space utilization is
too low to be acceptable. On the other hand, external fragmentation is mainly caused by the fixed number of inodes
in the file system. If many small files are created to use
up the fixed number of inodes in the file system, the free
and unused free (data) blocks still cannot be allocated to
store user data (see Fig. 3a; if many large files are created
to use up blocks, the space for the unused inodes are
wasted (see Fig. 3b).

Fig. 4. Logical view of storage space for UFS.

Fig. 3. External fragmentation among blocks.

Fig. 5. Moving cost on UFS.

To address the internal fragmentation issue, the Unix file
system, which is an inode-based file system, proposes to
divide a block into multiple fragments, and uses a fragment
as the space allocation unit. For example, its implementation
suggests partitioning a 4 KB block into eight 512 B fragments.
Although such an approach can mitigate the internal fragmentation issue, it still suffers from a serious space utilization issue because each fragment is still up to 512 bytes,
which is imposed by the sector size adopted by most blockoriented storage devices (e.g., hard disk drives). As the
example in Fig. 4 shows, FileA is a small file stored in fragment 8 and FileB has its last part stored in fragment 48. Both
fragments 8 and 48 have low space utilization due to the
internal fragmentation. At the same time, the required space
to store the block bitmap is also eight times larger than traditional inode-based file systems because UFS maintains the
usage status of each fragment, instead of each block.
In addition, UFS only allows a small file or the tail data of
a file stored in consecutive fragments of the same block, so
as to reduce the overhead and complexity on indexing small
files or the tail data of files. Note that the tail data of a file
represent the file’s last part that cannot fill up a whole block,
which means that the whole content of a small file can be simply
considered the tail data of the small file. As a result, the tail data
of a file could still be too large to fit in any block that still
has free fragments. Nonetheless, it is difficult for these free
fragments to be packed together to create a larger free space,
because fragments have no reverse pointers to notify its corresponding file when they are relocated. In addition, even if
the tail data of files can be relocated to create more free
space in a block, the overheads on moving tail data would
be very high because the tail data of each file should be
stored in consecutive fragments of the same block. As
shown in Fig. 5, FileA is stored in block 40 and fragments
52-54. When FileA grows 1 KB larger, it has to move its tail
data from fragments 52-54 to fragments 57-59 in order to
maintain more tail data of the same file. Such a data moving
cost becomes higher when the file system experiences serious space fragmentation.
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To resolve the external fragmentation issue, it has been
proposed that the ext4 [22] will have a dynamic inode table
as a future plan to resolve the problems caused by the fixed
number of inodes in traditional inode-based file systems.
The allocation status of the inodes in the dynamic inode
table will be maintained at the head of the inode table block
cluster (ITBC), and the dynamic inode table could thus be
partially used to store user data. However, how to allocate
continuous space from the dynamic inode table has not yet
been addressed. This issue is critical because after a series
of file creations and deletions, it is hard to find continuous
free inodes or pack continuous inodes together so as to
release free blocks for storing new user data. Furthermore,
the dynamic inode table is still in the stage of a proposal
and has not been implemented in the ext4. Because of this,
the b-tree file system (btrfs) was proposed [21] to dynamically allocate new inodes to relax the file count limit (due to
the fixed number of inodes) in traditional inode-based file
systems. However, the b-tree file system still suffers from
the internal fragmentation issue on storing small files or the
tail data of files due to the constraints imposed by the traditional block-oriented storage devices. Even though the btrfs
includes an optional feature to store the contents of small
files in file’s metadata area to mitigate the internal fragmentation issue, this issue still persists when the file content cannot be fitted in the file’s metadata area.
This work is therefore motivated by the needs of the
space utilization enhancement for mobile computing systems. In contrast to existing work that considers flash memory as the storage media, we propose using the byteaddressable PCM as the storage media in mobile computing
systems to resolve the performance gap between main
memory and storage. In this way, the technical issue falls on
how to enhance the space utilization of file systems by utilizing the byte-addressability of PCM. The main objective is
to resolve the fragmentation issues of file systems with minimized management overheads, because a large block size
would introduce a serious amount of wasted space inside a
block and a small block size would lead to a lot of space/
management overheads on managing blocks. In this work,
we will focus our design on inode-based file systems due to
their popularity in mobile computing systems. More specifically, a new block management strategy will be presented
to minimize both the internal and external fragmentation
issues of inode-based file systems in the following section.

3

MULTI-GRAINED BLOCK MANAGEMENT
STRATEGY

3.1 Overview
In this section, we present a multi-grained block management strategy to improve the space utilization of inodebased file systems over PCM-based storage systems. By utilizing the byte-addressability of PCM, the proposed strategy
can manage blocks with multiple granularities to reduce the
internal fragmentation of blocks that store small files or the
tail data of files (see Fig. 2); in other words, smaller blocks
are used for smaller files and larger blocks are allocated for
larger files. Note that PCM is normally designed to be written in a cache line size, e.g., 64 bytes, because processors
usually include internal/on-chip (SRAM) cache and access
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byte-addressable off-chip DRAM or PCM in the unit of a
cache line size as a batch; although byte updates to PCM are
possible, they will be much less efficient than being updated in the
cache line size. Thus, in this work, the considered block sizes of file
systems are multiples of the cache line size of PCM. In addition,
the proposed strategy dynamically allocates space for inodes with the support of inode indirection to reclaim space
of inodes efficiently, such that the space of inodes (or inode
tables) and data blocks can be interchanged adaptively to
resolve the external fragmentation caused by unused inodes
or data blocks (see Fig. 3).
The internal fragmentation issue is significant on storing
small files. Thus, the proposed strategy includes a sub-block
management to partition some blocks into fixed-sized subblocks for small files or the tail data of files in an on-demand
fashion. To efficiently manage sub-blocks and utilize the
space of sub-blocks, a sub-block table is maintained to keep
track of the sub-block allocation status for the blocks that are
partitioned into sub-blocks when needed (see Section 3.2.1).
In addition, to reduce the overheads for managing large files,
we propose to merge multiple blocks as a large block. Thus,
we can allocate smaller sub-blocks for smaller files and larger
blocks for larger files. To support indexing multi-grained (or
different sizes of) blocks in the same file with minimized
space overheads, we propose a stack-formed enlarging structure in each inode so that inodes can adaptively point to different sizes/types of blocks according to the size of its
corresponding file (see Section 3.2.2).
To resolve the external fragmentation issue, the proposed strategy supports dynamic inode allocation to dynamically allocate space for inodes (see Section 3.4). This
includes an inode translation table (ITB) to maintain the
dynamic allocation status of inodes, so as to facilitate the
operations on free inode allocation, inode compaction, and
inode space reclamation. When there are many large files
to exhaust free data blocks, the space of free inodes can be
reclaimed and released as data blocks for user data or file
contents. However, a block allocated for storing inodes
cannot be reclaimed unless all of its residing inodes are
free. Thus, a used inode in a to-be-reclaimed block should
be released before the block is reclaimed. To release a used
inode, the intuitive solution is to search directories for the
corresponding file of the used inode and then reallocate
another free inode for this file, because no reverse pointer
is maintained for each inode to indicate its corresponding
file. However, such an intuitive inode space reclamation/
reallocation approach is extremely inefficient. Thus, we
propose to maintain an indirection map that redirects the
reclaimed inodes to another free inode, so as to avoid reallocating any file’s corresponding inode during inode space
reclamation.

3.2 Sub-Block Management and Stack-Formed
Enlarging Structure
3.2.1 Sub-Block Management with a Sub-Block Table
To mitigate the internal fragmentation issue for the blocks
storing small files or the tail data of files, we propose a subblock management to partition some blocks into fixed-sized
sub-blocks as the storage of small files or the tail data of
files. Because PCM is byte-addressable and is usually
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Fig. 6. An example of storing a small file in a sub-block.

accessed by the processor in the cache line unit or page unit
(e.g., 64 B), the sub-block size could be smaller than the typical sector size (i.e., 512 B or the logical range of a logical
block address). Thus, the read-merge-write overheads
imposed by block-oriented storage devices can be avoided.2
Note that the UFS’s fragment size is 512 B, which still causes
many internal fragmentations when the sizes of small files
are not a multiple of 512 bytes. In practice, we could let the
sub-block size be a multiple of the inode size (e.g., 128 B) or
let the inode size be a multiple of the sub-block size so that
it is easier to use a sub-block to store tail data of (small) files
or to store an inode interchangeably. Unfortunately, there is
a tradeoff for the selection of the sub-block size between the
sub-block space utilization and the space overheads on
indexing sub-blocks, and this is closely related to the number of block pointers supported in an inode.
As shown in Fig. 6, the content/data of the small file
FileA:dat are stored in the first two sub-blocks of block 21.
To access data of this small file, we need to access the directory entries stored at block 51, called Dentry, according to
which, the metadata of file FileA:dat is stored in inode 1.
Then we can use 1 as the index to look up the inode table,
stored in block 10, for inode 1. According to the pointers in
inode 1, we can find that the contents of file FileA:dat
are stored in the first two sub-blocks of block 21 (see
Section 3.2.2 for the details on how the pointers in inodes
can point to multi-grained blocks).
When a block is divided into sub-blocks to store small
files, it is important to maintain the allocation status of each
sub-block in the same block and to efficiently find a free
sub-block for userdata storage. Thus, in order to improve
the performance for managing the allocation status of subblocks, we propose to maintain a sub-block table to keep track
of sub-block allocation status for the blocks that are divided
into sub-blocks. Each entry of this table indicates the subblock allocation status of one block and consists of three
fields, i.e., cnt, bitmap, and ptr fields. The cnt field shows
the number of free sub-blocks in its corresponding block
indicated by the ptr field, and the bitmap field is a bit array,
each of which indicates the allocation status of its
2. Read-merge-write: When the amount of written data is smaller
than the read/write unit of the storage device, the storage device needs
to read the whole data from the same read/write unit, merge the modified the data with the original ones, and then write the merged ones to
the storage device.

corresponding sub-block. As the example in Fig. 6 shows,
each block can be divided into 32 sub-blocks, and the first
three sub-blocks of block 1,500 are allocated to store the content of File1:dat. According to the information in the first
entry of the sub-block table, the remaining 29 sub-blocks of
block 1,500 are free. Thus, with this sub-block table, we can
efficiently find free sub-blocks for small files by circularly
checking entries of the cnt field of this table for the first nonzero value without looking into the detail of the bitmap field
of each entry.

3.2.2 Stack-Formed Enlarging Structure
To support multi-grained blocks and index them efficiently,
we propose a stack-formed enlarging structure to let each
inode have the ability to index blocks of different sizes. In
this enlarging structure, the original pointers of each inode
become multi-grained block pointers, which can point to
blocks of different sizes based on the current size of the
inode’s corresponding file, instead of pointing to blocks of
the same size. As a result, the space efficiency of the
pointers to indicate blocks of a file can be optimized, and
thus the space utilization of the PCM-based storage can be
further improved.
Fig. 7 illustrates an example of the proposed stackformed enlarging structure for inodes to support three different sizes of blocks, which are referred to as sub-block,
block, and large block. The size of a block is exactly the same
as that of a block in inode-based file systems. Each block
can be divided into a fixed number of sub-blocks, and each
large block is composed of a fixed number of consecutive
blocks. As a result, when a file is small enough, all of the
pointers in the file’s corresponding inode are sequentially
allocated as direct pointers, each of which points to a subblock, as shown in the first form of Fig. 7. However, if the
file size is larger than the largest file size supported in the

Fig. 7. Basic stack-formed enlarging structure.
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TABLE 2
The Extra Overheads in the Multi-Grained Scheme
BKs- > LB
ISBs- > SB ISBs- > SB
SBs- > BK SBs- > BK SBs- > BK Overheads
Second form Third form fourth form Fifth form
Form Types

Fig. 8. Advanced stack-formed enlarging structure.

first form, the first pointer becomes an indirect pointer that
points to a sub-block, called an indirect sub-block, that contains a set of direct pointers, each of which points to a subblock storing the file’s content. If the file size is even larger,
the second pointer becomes an indirect pointer, and so on
(as shown in the second form of Fig. 7). If the file size is
larger than the largest size supported in the second form,
the pointers in the indirect sub-blocks (ISBs) are changed
to point to blocks from the first pointer to the last one
(see the third form of Fig. 7). This procedure is repeated
until the sixth form. However, if the file is larger than the
largest file size supported by the sixth form, the proposed
stack-formed enlarging structure should start to use the
double indirect pointers from the first pointer of the corresponding inode, and so on. Note that accessing blocks
with indirect pointers introduces negligible overhead
because we can directly read the pointers on the path to
the target block due to the byte-addressability and fast
read performance of PCM. Note that the stack-formed
enlarging structure does not allow that two or more files
share the same indirect sub-block to point to their content
because of two reasons. First, although the space utilization might increase by sharing an indirect sub-block with
multiple files, the multi-grained strategy needs to maintain a mapping table in an indirect sub-block to indicate
the relation between inodes and pointers. The mapping
table is an overhead on space utilization and a mapping
operation would degrade file access performance. Second,
an indirect sub-block is the basic unit of storage space in
the multi-grained strategy. This means that the space of
an indirect sub-block is the smallest unit in space allocation. According to the above considerations, an indirect
sub-block is not shared with two or more files in the
stack-formed enlarging structure.
The principle of the proposed stack-formed enlarging
structure is to allocate smaller blocks for smaller files and
allocate larger blocks for larger files, such that the percentage of the wasted space can be kept low without complicating the form transition of the index structure. However, if
we want to further minimize the internal fragmentation of
the blocks storing the tail data of large files, the proposed
stack-formed enlarging structure can integrate more different types of pointers and more different sizes of blocks in
each form. That is, in each form, when a free pointer is used
to point to a data block, it starts from pointing to a subblock. If all of its following pointers are allocated, it converts
to point to an indirect sub-block that points to a sub-block,
and so on. As shown in Fig. 8, the internal fragmentation of
the block for the tail data of large files could be also

minimized. Similarly, the double indirect pointers should
be adopted from the first pointer after the sixth form as well.
It is worth noting that the proposed multi-grained block
management strategy is compatible with the existing block
bitmap in inode-based file systems. That is, when a block is
divided into sub-blocks, its corresponding bit in the block
bitmap is set to indicate that this block is not free; and the
free sub-block information of this block is maintained in the
sub-block table instead. When a large block is allocated, its
belonging blocks are marked as used in the block bitmap.
Furthermore, the number of block sizes supported in the
proposed stack-formed enlarging structure is not limited to
three. Instead, it can be easily extended to support more different sizes of blocks. That is, we can partition a sub-block
into multiple smaller sub-blocks with another sub-block
table to manage the allocation status of the smaller subblocks when a sub-block is divided into multiple smaller
sub-blocks. On the other hand, we can also have a larger
block by merging multiple large blocks together and mark
its belonging blocks as used in the block bitmap.

3.3 Large-Space Extension
Astute readers might point out that the proposed enlarging
structure might introduce extra overheads on data copyings
when multiple sub-blocks (resp. blocks) are merged into a
block (resp. large block) due to the enlargement of a file. To
effectively avoid the extra overheads, we identify the extra
overheads caused by the multi-grained strategy in Table 2.
As Table 2 shows, The second form has no overheads
because the proposed strategy only allocates a new subblock to maintain the data block pointers in the first form.
After the second form, the extra coping overhead is caused
by converting the previous form to next form because the
multi-grained strategy needs to read data from sub-blocks
and write the data to a new (larger) data block. The above
copying overhead occurs in all the following form conversions. Note that, no overhead occurs when the the multigrained strategy converts the form of a file to the prior form
because the multi-grained strategy only needs to change a
block type without copying data.
In order to reduce the amount of data copyings on merging data from smaller blocks into larger blocks, we design
the “large-space extension” in the proposed multi-grained
strategy. The goal of the large-space extension is to alleviate
the impact of merging data from smaller blocks into larger
blocks when the size of a file is increased. With the largespace extension, the multi-grained strategy does not immediately convert the form type of a file to the next form when
the form cannot contain the content of the size-increased
file. Instead of form conversion, the multi-grained strategy
partially merges the data into a larger block and uses an
indirect block to keep track of the larger block. To simplify
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Fig. 10. Inode translation table.

Fig. 9. Overhead comparison.

the management of file accesses, the multi-grained strategy
usually merges the data blocks pointed by the last indirect
block into a new larger data block. To better explain the concept of the large-space extension, Fig. 9 is included to show
the overhead comparison between the form conversion and
the large-space extension. In Fig. 9, because of the new data,
the form conversion converts the form type to the next form
by copying the data in the sub-blocks to a (larger) data
block. The copying overhead is the sum of all the sub-blocks
in the second form. However, while the multi-grained strategy employs the large-space extension, the overhead is
reduced to the multiplication of the number of entries in an
indirect block by the sub-block size. For example, if the subblock size is set to 128 bytes and an inode has 15 entries,
the copying overhead of the form conversion would be
61,440 bytes (15  32  128 bytes) from the second form to
the third form. However, if the multi-grained strategy
employs the large-space extension, the overhead is reduced
to 4,096 bytes (32  128 bytes).
Although the large-space extension cannot completely
eliminate the copying overhead, it still significantly reduces
the overhead during enlarging file size. Additionally, the
large-space extension is very flexible to manage the extended
data. If a file size is increased to the size of the large-space
extension, the large-space extension only needs to move the
pointers in the indirect sub-block to a new indirect block.
Fortunately, in practice, files usually have fewer chances to
increase their file sizes dramatically, and the data copying
overheads mainly occur when the file size exceeds the
boundary to trigger merging multiple sub-blocks (resp.
blocks) into the same block (resp. large block). For this reason, the data copying overheads would be eliminated in
most cases. To show the effect of the large-space extension
on copying overheads, an advanced performance analysis
compares the copied data size of the multi-grained strategy
with and without the large-space extension (see Section 6.3 ).

3.4 Dynamic Inode Allocation
In the proposed strategy, dynamic inode allocation is supported to resolve the external fragmentation issue caused
by the fixed number of inodes in the traditional inode-based
file systems (see Fig. 10). Its objective is to dynamically
adjust the number of inodes at runtime so that the storage

space allocated for inodes and for file contents can be balanced. This mode of allocation includes an inode translation
table to manage inodes so that inodes can be distributed and
stored in any block at runtime. Each entry of the inode
translation table points to a block (called inode block) that
stores consecutive inodes. Suppose that each block can store
i inodes. The entry j of this table points to the block that is
used to store inodes from j  i to ðj þ 1Þ  i  1. As the
example in Fig. 10 shows, inodes 0-2 are stored in block
10 and inodes 32-34 are distributed to block 22. Similar to
the sub-block table, each entry of the inode translation table
also includes a cnt field to indicate the number of free inodes and a bitmap field to indicate allocation status of the inodes in the inode block pointed by the ptr field. In this way,
when a new file is created, the proposed strategy can efficiently find a free inode for this file by circularly scanning
the inode translation table with the next-fit algorithm until
the first non-zero cnt value is found. Note that the circular
scanning approach is efficient for PCM-based storage systems because PCM is byte-addressable and has better performance on reads than writes. In addition to this table, a
global variable total cnt is maintained to keep track of the
total number of free inodes. If a new file/directory is created
when total cnt ¼ 0, we need to allocate a free block as the
space for new inodes. As a result, the number of inodes can
be dynamically allocated, and free inodes can be allocated
for new files efficiently.
Since inode blocks are dynamically allocated to store new
inodes at runtime, they can be released as free blocks for the
future space allocation when all of their residing inodes are
free. However, if there are still many free inodes and the file
system needs more free space to store file contents, the proposed strategy needs to release some inode blocks for the
user data storage. In order to minimize the overheads, we
can circularly scan the inode translation tables to find an
inode block that has fewer used inodes than the predefined
threshold. Nonetheless, to release a used inode in the to-bereclaimed inode block means that we need to traverse directory entries for its corresponding file and reallocate another
inode for this file. In order to avoid such an inefficient traversing operation, we propose to maintain an indirection
map to avoid traversing directory entries for the reallocation
of file’s inode during the inode block reclamation. As shown
in Fig. 11, each entry of the indirection map contains an old
field and a new field to indicate the file whose inode old is
redirected to the inode new. For example, the original inode
of FileA:dat was inode 1. During the reclamation of inode
block 10, the inode of FileA:dat is redirected to the free
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dentry that points an inode, which is redirected to another
inode, and removes the record of the inode point in the indirection map. Thereupon, a new inode can be created in an
inode block with free space. After the system find a free
space to store inode’s information, the file’s data content
is stored in a stack-formed structure. The stack-formed
structure is created based on the file’s size. For example, if
the file’s size is smaller than 1,920 bytes, the system creates
a type-1 stack-formed structure to store the file’s content.
For the brevity, the above procedure is summarized in
Algorithm 1.
Fig. 11. Indirection map.

inode 32 stored in inode block 22. Thus, an entry to remap
inode 1 to inode 32 is maintained in the indirection map.
Note that the indirection map can be implemented with a
hash-based bucket list or linked list to enhance performance
on looking up the indirection map.

3.5 Block Reclamation
In the proposed multi-grained strategy, all data blocks are
reclaimable. While a used space has been freed/released by
the file movement/deletion, the proposed multi-grained
strategy triggers a block reclamation mechanism. In the block
reclamation mechanism, when a data block is freed by the
movement/deletion of files, the data block can be directly
reclaimed. If the released block is a sub-block, the multigrained strategy checks whether any other occupied subblocks exist in the same block. When the block does not contain any occupied sub-blocks, the data block is reclaimed as
a free block. If the block contains other occupied sub-blocks,
the proposed strategy maintains the released sub-block as a
free sub-block in the sub-block bitmap.
Additionally, in the proposed multi-grained strategy,
inode blocks are also reclaimable. When there are not
enough free blocks in the file system and there are still
many free inodes, we can circularly scan the inode translation tables with a next-fit algorithm to find an inode block
that has fewer used inodes than the predefined threshold
(e.g., half the number of inodes in an inode block). If the
number of free inode entries is larger than threshold, the
proposed strategy will move the used inodes from the inode
block to other free inode entries, and use the indirection
map to maintain the relation between the directory entries
and their corresponding new inode locations.
3.6 File Operations Management
With the multi-grained strategy, when a request is received
to create a file, the system searches an unused inode
space in inode translation table to store the file’s metadata.
If the system cannot find any unused inode space, a
new inode block will be created from unused blocks. To
maintain the new indoe block’s information, the system
inserts the information of the inode block into the inode
translation table. When the inode translation tables have no
free space to store the information, a new inode translation
table will be created and linked to an inode translation table
list. In some situations, the inode pointer exists in the indirection map (ind. map) because the inode had been allocated and reclaimed. To avoid the wrong redirection in the
indirection map, the system corrects the inode point in the

Algorithm 1. File Creation with the Multi-grained

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Data: filename, data, size
Result: null
Search an unused inode space in ITB.
if an unused inode not found then
Create a new inode block from unused blocks.
if ITB has no any free space then
Create a new ITB block from unused blocks.
Link the new ITB block to the ITB list.
end
Insert the new inode block record into ITB.
end
if the inode number is exist in indirection map then
Correct the inode point in Dentry.
Remove the record of the inode in ind. map.
end
Create a new inode in an inode block.
Create a stack-formed structure based on size.
Store data into the stack-formed structure.
Return

The procedure on deleting a file is more simpler than that
on creating a file. When the system receives a request to
delete a file, the system search the location of the file’s inode
that was pointed by the dentry. If the inode’s location can
be found in the file system, the proposed strategy frees the
used stack-formed structure that stores file’s content, and
the file’s inode in the inode block. After that, the system
checks the number of used inodes in the inode block. If the
number of used inodes in the inode block is less than a
threshold (THR), the proposed strategy executes a procedure to reclaim the inode block. In the procedure, the proposed strategy searches an unused inode space in other
inode blocks and moves the inode to the unused inode
space. To maintain the relation between the new inode location and the inode pointer file’s dentry, the multi-grained
strategy insert a redirect record into the indirection map.
The indirection map avoids traversing directory entries for
the reallocation of file’s inode during the inode block reclamation. After that, the inode record is freed to be an unused
space in the inode block. When all inode spaces in the inode
block is unused, the inode block will be reclaimed by the
proposed strategy. Similarly, the above procedure is summarized in Algorithm 2.

4

SPACE UTILIZATION ANALYSIS

The purpose of this section is to analyze the space utilization
among inode-based file systems. The space utilization of
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Fig. 12. The first and second forms.

Fig. 13. The third form.

inode-based file systems is strongly influenced by the number of used blocks and block sizes to store files. An inodebased file system allocates data blocks for user data and
indirect blocks for indirect pointers to maintain file contents.
When a file size is large enough, inode-based file systems
allocate indirect blocks to store the indirect pointers that (1)
point to other indirect blocks or (2) point to the (data) blocks
that store the content of the file. Hence, in inode-based file
systems, the allocated storage space salloc for a file is dependent on the number of allocated/used data blocks and the
number of allocated/used indirect blocks including single,
double, and triple indirect blocks.3 In order to concentrate on
the space efficiency on storing file content/data, the space
utilization analysis does not include the space used to store
the metadata of files. Thus, the space utilization U of a file in
inode-based file systems can be defined as the ratio of the file
size sfile to the total physical storage space salloc allocated to
store the file, as follows:

UFS uses a block size of 4 KB and another fragment size of
512 B, and the proposed multi-grained strategy uses a subblock size of 128 B, block size of 4 KB, and large block size
of 8 KB. We also evaluate the basic and advanced stackformed enlarging structures in the multi-grained strategy to
analyze their space utilizations.
Fig. 12 shows the space utilization of small files in part of
the range of the first and second forms of the proposed
stack-formed enlarging structure based on the three allocation methods in Ext3, UFS, and our multi-grained strategy.
Note that in this strategy, both the basic and advanced
stack-formed enlarging structures have the same structure
in the first and second forms. It is observed that the proposed multi-grained strategy achieves on average the best
space utilization. The reason is that it adopts small subblocks to store the content of small files so that the internal
fragmentation problem is significantly reduced. However,
an inode in Ext3 only includes 15 pointers. When the file
size exceeds 1,920 bytes (i.e., 128  15 bytes), the proposed
strategy needs to allocate indirect sub-blocks to store (block)
pointers. Thus, whenever a file requires another extra indirect sub-block, the space utilization for the file is dropped
more significantly, as can be seen in Fig. 12. This is also the
reason that the proposed strategy has a slightly more inefficient space utilization than UFS at some points. Comparatively, Ext3 achieves the worst space utilization since it
allocates 4 KB blocks to store file contents.
Figs. 13 and 14 show the space utilization analysis of
larger files in part of the range of the third and fifth forms of
the proposed stack-formed enlarging structure respectively.
We observed that Ext3 and UFS achieve worse space utilization than the proposed multi-grained strategy. The rationale
behind this is that Ext3 and UFS need to allocate indirect
blocks when the file size is larger than 49,152 bytes (i.e.,
4;096  12), and they have more serious fragmentation

U¼

sfile
:
salloc

(1)

Algorithm 2. File Deletion with the Multi-grained

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Data: filename
Result: null
Search the file’s inode location in Dentry.
Free the file’s stack-formed structure in data blocks.
Free the file’s inode in the inode block.
if the num. of used inodes in the inode block  THR then
while the inode block is not empty do
Search an unused inode in other inode blocks.
Move the inode record to other inode blocks.
Insert a redirect record into the ind. map.
Free the inode record.
end
if the inode block is empty then
Free the inode block.
end
end
Return

To compare the space utilization of files in different file
systems, we choose three space allocation methods in Ext3,
UFS and our multi-grained strategy. The block size settings
are described below: Ext3 uses a single block size of 4 KB,
3. It is possible to let indirect blocks support quadruple indirect
blocks for extra-large files in the future.

Fig. 14. The fifth form.
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TABLE 3
The Differences between the Related Works
and the Multi-Grained Scheme
Authors

Problem

Ferreira et al.
Lifetime
[13]
Cheng et al.
Lifetime
[27]
Liu et al. [28]
Lifetime
Qureshi et al.
Performance
[29]
Qiu and Reddy
Performance
[31]
The multi-grained Space Utilization

NO. 6,

JUNE 2016

TABLE 4
The Characteristics of the Investigated PCM

Architecture

Small File

PCM Memory

X

PCM Memory

X

PCM Storage
PCM Memory

X
X

PCM Memory/
Storage
PCM Storage

X
V

issues for storing the tail data of files. Meanwhile, the
advanced stack-formed enlarging structure outperforms the
basic one because the advanced one allocates small sized
blocks for the tail data of files when the basic one does not.
As shown in Fig. 13, when the file size is in the third form,
the space utilization of the proposed multi-grained strategy
still outperforms those of EXT3 and UFS by at least 3 percent.
However, when the file size is in the fifth form, all the
three methods achieve the space utilization for more than
99.5 percent. This is because the wasted space due to the
internal fragmentation and the space overheads due to indirect blocks become less important when the file gets larger.
Based on the above space utilization analysis, the proposed
strategy is especially suitable for the embedded mobile
applications that store a lot of small files in their file systems.

5

VOL. 65,

A STATE-OF-THE-ART REVIEW

As non-volatile memory (NVM) like PCM has become a
promising candidate to replace main memory and storage,
many excellent works have been proposed to optimize its
performance and lifetime. For example, about the wearleveling issue on PCM-based devices, Ferreira et al. [13] presented techniques to enhance the lifetime of PCM when
PCM is used as main memory; Cheng et al. [27] proposed a
warranty-aware page management design to enhance the
operation efficiency for managing the endurance issue in
PCM, and Liu et al. [28] developed an application-specific
wear leveling technique to evenly distribute write activities
across the PCM chip. On the performance enhancement,
Qureshi et al. [29] proposed a hybrid main memory management solution to exploit the benefits of a main memory
system consisting of PCM storage coupled with a small
DRAM buffer; Zhong et al. [30] used NVM to be the system’s swap area so as to achieve high performance without
sacrificing user experience, and Qiu and Reddy [31] utilized
two types of memory pages for small/large files to achieve
better performance by reducing the TLB misses. Although
Qiu’s solution contains two types of page sizes, the solution
still causes low space utilization while a file system contains
files whose size are smaller than 4 KB. In addition to the
wear-leveling issue and the performance enhancement,
Volos et al. [32] provided a simple interface for programming with persistent memory, and Wang and Johnson [33]
presented passive group commit to protect committed work
in NVM-based systems.

Read energy
Write energy
Idle power
Page unit
Page read latency
Page write latency
Write bandwidth latency
Erase latency
Density

1 J/GB
6 J/GB
1 mW/GB
64 B
50 ns
1 ms
100 MB/s
N/A
2 - 4X

After quickly reviewing the related works on a PCMbased architecture, Table 3 summarizes the differences
between this study and prior works. In Table 3, we can see
that the multi-grained management is the only solution
for improving space utilization on PCM-based storages.
Although many excellent works exploit the benefits of
PCM-based architecture, they did not utilize the byte
addressability of PCM-based devices to improve system’s
space utilization. For small files, we exploit the benefits of
PCM byte addressability to provide flexible block sizes
management so as to increase system space utilization.

6

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

6.1 Experiment Setup
The purpose of this section is to evaluate the capability of
the proposed multi-grained block management strategy
(referred to as multi-grained strategy for short), in terms of
space utilization, access performance and energy consumption. Note that because the endurance of each PCM cell is
usually up to 109 write cycles and the management designs
in PCM storage devices usually adopt wear leveling to
extend lifetime/durability of PCM storages, the main focus
of the experiment will only focus on evaluating the capability of the proposed strategy regarding space utilization and
performance, instead of lifetime/durability. The proposed
strategy was integrated in the ext3 file system, which is a
widely used inode-based file system. All the experiments
were conducted with a simulation with the traces collected
from a Linux-based platform. In the experiments, the subblock size was 128 B, the block size was 4 KB, and the large
block size was 8 KB. The proposed strategy was compared
with two other methods, ext3 and Unix file system with
respect to the space utilization and access performance. The
ext3 adopts a fixed number of inodes with 4 KB blocks as
the space allocation unit. The UFS uses 512 B fragments as
the space allocation unit and packs small files and tail data
of files in the fragments of the same block. To establish
an experimental environment with a PCM-based storage
device, we emulated a PCM-based storage device with
16 GB DDR DRAM, and the characteristics of the investigated PCM is listed in Table 4 [24].
In the experiments, we ran an open source project called
the Linux Source Project and a set of network packets. The
Linux Source Project was downloaded from the Linux official website. To collect the network packets’ information,
we ran mobile applications, e.g., web browser, YouTube,
and e-mail applications, for one hour. In order to
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Fig. 15. Distribution of file sizes.

Fig. 16. The allocated space (Linux Source Project).

Fig. 17. Total allocated space (network packets).

understand the properties of all the evaluated applications,
we analyzed the distribution of their file sizes. As shown in
Fig. 15, most of the files in Linux Source Project are between
1.5 and 37.5 KB, but most sizes of network packets are no
more than 1.5 KB. In addition to the real application workloads, we also generated files with the file sizes in a normal
distribution, and then issued requests to read/write these
files to observe the capability of the proposed strategy with
different sizes of files. The mean of the normal distribution
is denoted as m, which was set between 750 and 1,750 bytes.
The variances of the normal distribution were set as m/5,
m/10, m/15 and m/20. Note that each experimental I/O is
treated as a direct I/O operation.

6.2 Experiment Results on Space Utilization
To evaluate the impact of the proposed strategy on space
utilization, we ran real files and different file size distributions. Figs. 16 and 17 illustrate the space utilization achieved
by the proposed multi-grained strategy, in terms of the total
used storage space. It can be observed that the proposed
strategy outperforms the other methods, and only needs the
storage space similar to the original data size. In particular,
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Fig. 18. The space utilization (normal distribution, mean = 750).

Fig. 19. The space utilization (normal distribution, mean = 1,250).

Fig. 20. The space utilization (normal distribution, mean = 1,750).

the proposed strategy even can save up to 80 percent of the
space required by ext3 under network packets. This is
because ext3 uses 4 KB blocks as the space allocation unit
and results in significant wasted space due to the internal
fragmentation. In addition, this suggests that the proposed
strategy is very suitable for mobile devices because network
packets were collected from mobile applications. Similarly,
Figs. 18-20 show the space utilization of the investigated
methods in different file size distributions. We observed
that the space utilization of the proposed multi-grained
management strategy outperforms the other methods by
more than 30 percent in most cases. Interestingly, the proposed strategy has better space utilization when the variances of file sizes are smaller. The reason for this is that when
the variance is smaller, the average sizes of the tested files
are closer to the multiples of sub-block sizes or block sizes.

6.3 Detailed Experiment Results
In addition to the space utilization comparisons, we
designed some advanced experiments to further evaluate
the multi-grained strategy’s capability in different aspects,
such as I/O speed, energy consumption and space
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Fig. 21. Write performance.

Fig. 22. Read performance.

Fig. 23. Data movement overheads.

utilization with different sub-block sizes. In the performance comparisons, Figs. 21 and 22 show the access performance of the investigated methods. We observe that the
multi-grained strategy has a better write performance than
the other methods. The reason is that the proposed strategy
exploits the byte addressability of PCM, and in so doing can
only write the updated parts for small files in the page unit
of PCM, instead of writing a whole block. In addition to I/O
performance, we also compared the data movement overheads between UFS and the proposed strategy.
Fig. 23 shows the data movement overheads of the multigrained strategy and UFS with different numbers of file
modifications. As expected, the amount of data movement
(or data copyings) introduced by the proposed strategy was
less than 80 percent that of data movement introduced by
UFS. This is because UFS needs to move all the data of a
small file or the tail data of a file to another block when the
file size exceeds the size of the free space (or fragments) in
the original block. However, the proposed strategy does not
have this kind of data movement overheads. It only imposes
extra data movement when the file size exceeds the boundary that triggers merging multiple sub-blocks (resp. blocks)
into a block (resp. a large block).
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Fig. 24. Energy consumption.

Fig. 25. Different sub-block sizes.

Fig. 24 shows the comparison of energy consumption
among EXT 3, UFS and multi-grained strategy. In the comparison, the multi-grained management strategy also exhibited better performance than the other file systems because
it has the shortest I/O time to finish an I/O operation.
Additionally, we also consider the impact of different subblock sizes on the multi-grained strategy’s space utilization
and the trade-off between space utilization and I/O performance when the multi-grained strategy is composed of different form types. Fig. 25 shows the space utilization of the
proposed strategy for storing files from a small size to large
size based on different sub-block sizes. The results show that
a better average for space utilization is achieved when the
sub-block size is 128 bytes. However, as the file size becomes
larger, the proposed strategy with a small sub-block size has
worse space utilization than that with large sub-block sizes
(i.e., 256-512 B), because (1) the internal fragmentation has a
smaller space utilization that impacts on large files and
(2) large sub-blocks can reduce the storage space allocated
for block pointers and indirect block pointers. These experimental results, therefore show that a sub-block set to
128 byte is the most suitable for all types of files.
In the trade-off analysis, Fig. 26 depicts the trade-off
between space utilization and performance for using different forms in the basic stack-formed enlarging structure. The
experiment demonstrates that using complete forms can
yield the best space utilization. The space utilization is poor
when the multi-grained strategy only uses a single form
because it can not deal with the gap between the first form
size limit to the block size (i.e., 4 KB), and thus it creates
internal fragmentation. Besides this, it also achieves poor
access performance because it needs to write more 4 KB
blocks than others. As a result, it is necessary to utilize the
complete forms of the stack-formed enlarging structure.
Aside from the above experiments, an advanced analysis
is provided to emphasize the effect of the large-space
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Fig. 26. Tradeoff on using different forms.

extension on copying overheads. In the analysis, we estimate the copying overhead on the multi-grained strategy
with and without the large-space extension by running a
experimental log of a financial system [34]. Before showing
the comparison, the properties of the experimental trace log
needs to be discussed at first. As shown in Fig. 27, data in
the experimental log are composed of a large amount of
small files and the largest file size is 65,024 bytes. To reveal
the trend of increased file size in the experimental log, we
observe the enlarged size of files in the log. As Fig. 27
shows, the enlarged size of files in the log is also very small.
In Fig. 27, because the number of files, whose enlarged size
is zero, is equal to the total number of files in the experimental log, we can see that the percentage is close to
100 percent when the enlarged size is zero. Based on the
observation, we can see that our assumption is consistent
in a practical storage server. In Section 3.3, we assume
that files usually have fewer chances to increase their file
sizes dramatically. Because the increased size in the
experimental log is not enough to trigger copying overhead, we enlarge the increased file size by ten times to
show the effect of the large-space extension. Fig. 28 shows
the comparison of the multi-grained strategy with and
without the large-space extension in terms of copying
overhead. In Fig. 28, the large-space extension significantly improves the copying overhead by 91.6 percent.
This is because the large-space extension reduces the
number of form conversions and limits the amount of
data copyings by extending a large and flexible space.
According to the estimation result, the large-space extension has enough ability to alleviate the impact of copying
overheads of the multi-grained strategy.

Fig. 28. The comparison between multi-grained with and without largespace extension.

7

CONCLUSION

In this work, we propose a multi-grained block management
strategy to optimize the space utilization of file systems over
PCM-based storage systems with minimized space and management overheads. By utilizing the byte-addressability and
fast read/write feature of PCM, a sub-block management
with a stack-formed enlarging structure is proposed to use
and manage multiple sizes of blocks for each file and for
each inode. Its objective is to allocate proper block sizes for
each file so as to minimize the internal fragmentation issue
imposed by existing file systems. The strategy presented
here supports dynamic inode allocation to dynamically allocate and reclaim inodes, so that the external fragmentation
issue caused by the existing inode-based file systems can be
further resolved. In particular, an indirection map is
designed to get rid of the search cost on searching files for
inode reallocation during the reclamation of inode space. A
series of experiments was conducted to evaluate the efficacy
of the proposed strategy to handle different types of real
files. The results show that the proposed strategy could save
up to 80 percent of the storage space required by the compared ext3 and UFS under the investigated workloads and
files, and still have better performance than ext3 and UFS.
In the future, we will investigate other non-volatile memories to evaluate the proposed strategy. We will also explore
the possibility to extend the proposed strategy to other
types of file systems with PCM as both main memory and
storage of mobile computing systems.
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